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While it’s hard to believe that the old year came and went 

already, I’m afraid it did indeed do just that.  I mentioned to 

one of my ladies last night that I was still back in May of 

last year and doubted that I’d ever get on track.  That old 

saying that “time flies” is a major understatement, unless of 

course you’re sitting in that little room at the doctor waiting 

for him/her to come in and see you.  Time drags on and on 

when you’re back in that little room with nothing to look at but charts on the walls that 

you can’t make heads or tails out of.  Maybe we need to encourage our doctors to put up 

photos of quilts that we can sit and study while we wait.  We could start a whole new 

trend and maybe gain a few new quilters that way.   

 

Speaking of new, we have received several new bolts of fabric that you need to come see.  

We also have a new block-of-the-month (BOM) program that will begin January 17
th

.  

You’re welcome to join us in 2015 as we make this beautiful quilt designed by Nancy 

Rink for Marcus Brothers.  This BOM is only eight months in duration.  The fabrics for 

this quilt were inspired by historic swatches from the American Textile History Museum.  

They are rich and echo the spirit of the Industrial Revolution in the U.S.A., circa 1820-

1870.  This project continues the designer’s interest in the Lowell Mill Girls, some as 

young as seven, who worked in the factories.  A brief bit of history is included in each of 

the eight patterns needed for making this quilt.  While the project is mainly one of 

piecing, there is a small amount of appliqué as well but nothing overwhelming.   

 

Mill Works BOM Particulars: 
 

Registration fee:  $20 for those who did 

not participate in our All Stitched Up 

group in 2014.  This fee is non-

refundable. 
 

Monthly kit fee:  $30 plus tax if 

applicable.  Kit will include the pattern 

and fabric needed to complete the number 

of blocks specified for that month. 
 

Meeting time:  We will meet on the third 

Saturday of each month from 9:00 to 

10:00 at the shop for a lecture/demo style 

discussion of the block to be made that  

month.  There is no extra charge for this 

meeting.   
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Discount:  Save 20% on purchases made the day you pick up your kit.  Discount does not 

apply to the BOM kit, other shop kits, or our standard exclusions. 
 

Door Prize:  Drawing for a door prize will be held at each monthly meeting.  You do not  

have to be present to win. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

 

Q:  What if I cannot make it to a meeting?  What happens to my kit?   

A:  If you are unable to attend a meeting, you can pick up your kit later or have it mailed 

to you.  You will still be able to save 20% regardless of what day you pick up your kit.  If 

you leave a credit card number on file with us, we can charge you for your kit and it can 

be picked up by someone else on your behalf.  Please let us know if someone else will be 

picking up your kit for you so we can charge it and have it ready for them. 

 

Q:  Is the backing included?  What about batting? 

A:  Neither the backing nor the batting are included in the cost of this BOM.  However, 

you can use your discount at the end of the program and save 20% on either or both as 

needed. 

 

Q:  What happens if I decide to drop out in the middle of the BOM?   

A:  Hopefully, that won’t happen, but should you be unable to complete the BOM you 

will only have to pay for those kits for which you take possession.  The registration fee 

will not be refunded under any circumstance, nor will it be prorated based on the month 

you terminate your participation. 

 

Q:  Can I get multiple kits at one time rather than waiting to get one per month? 

A:  Yes.  We currently have fabrics and patterns for the first four months on hand, so you 

can get the first four months as a set at the meeting in January.  Just let us know you want 

this option when you sign up.  The second four months should be ready sometime in 

April.  Or, you can get kits for two months at a time if you wish.  We will try to work 

with you to make this project as easy on your budget and time constraints as possible. 

 

Q:  I’m fairly new to quilting.  What if I need help with the blocks?   

A:  You’re welcome to schedule a time when you can come to the shop and receive up to 

one hour of one-on-one instruction/help with your blocks.  All you need to bring with you 

is your kit and a pair of scissors.  We will supply the sewing machine.  Keep in mind, 

however, that sewing on multiple machines may affect the accuracy of your blocks and 

should be avoided as much as possible.  Because of this, you may wish to bring other 

fabric with which to make the block and save your kit fabric to be used with your 

personal machine once you understand the construction process. 

 

Q:  My friend can’t afford to participate.  I think I’ll make her a copy of my pattern or 

pass it on to her when I’m finished. 

A:  While quilters are a sharing lot, it really isn’t good form to copy or share patterns or 

books.  Copying patterns without the written permission of the designer would be a 

violation of copyright regulations, not to mention it essentially robs the designer of 



profiting from her hard work.  If you can afford to purchase a pattern for your friend that 

would be a much better solution to the problem for all concerned. 

 

While I have tried to answer questions that I’m asked most frequently, I’m sure there’s at 

least one I’ve forgotten to address.  If you have a question regarding this program please 

do not hesitate to contact the shop.  Participation is limited so don’t delay in securing 

your space in our monthly gathering. 

 

Stitchin’ Camps! 
 

We will be hosting our annual Stitchin’ Camps this year with the first 

one starting next Thursday, January 8
th

.  Fortunately for us, but 

unfortunately for you, that camp is full.  However, you can still secure a 

spot in the February camp which will be the 12
th

-14
th

 or the March 

camp which will be the 19
th

-21
st
.  Cost of each camp is $70.  Perks are three days of 

stitching at your leisure on projects that you want to work on, snacks, three meals, a 25% 

discount in the shop, goodie bags, door prizes, and the company of some super, like-

minded ladies who have a wealth of knowledge that they’re willing and eager to share.  

Space is limited, and payment in full is required to secure your seat. 

 

Resolutions! 
 

Did you make any resolutions when the clock struck midnight yesterday morning?  I was 

fast asleep when the New Year graced us with its presence, but before I went to sleep I 

told myself that there are a couple of things that I needed to do this coming year.  First 

and foremost would be size reduction.  We’ve downsized our fabrics somewhat already, 

so it’s ME that needs downsizing now.  Victoria will have her senior recital in April and 

will graduate in May.  If she should happen to want to have a photo of all of us together 

on either occasion I would really like to be able to fit in the frame without the 

photographer having to get a wide-angle lens out.  That, plus I’m tired of huffing and 

puffing like a freight train every time I have to put up fabric or walk up the stairs.  It’s 

time to get my act together and get some of this excess person that I’ve accumulated over 

the past 20+ years off my back.  I’d like to lose 80 pounds by April, but I know that’s too 

much too quickly, so I should probably shoot for 40-50.  Finding an exercise that will 

help me burn off this extra person that I’m carrying around will be key to my 

success…that and giving up chocolate and sugar which are my main two food groups. 

 

The second thing that I really need to master is time management.  I know you won’t 

believe this, but I tend to be a bit of a butterfly when there are several things that need 

doing.  Yes, I flit from one task to another, rarely completing anything without a major 

effort of focusing on my part.  I know part of that is because there are so many things that 

need doing both around the shop and around the house.  I need to learn how to delegate 

my time in 15 minute increments like Rick does so that I can get more accomplished each 

day.  Otherwise, I sit down at the computer in the morning to check e-mails and find I’m 

still sitting at the computer come 5:00 because one or more of those e-mails sent me 

down a rabbit hole, or two, actually more like twenty if I were to be brutally honest with 

you.  So, FOCUSing is going to be one of my goals for 2015.  I did start using a notebook 



to keep calendar sheets in where I write notes on various things.  That does seem to help 

somewhat, at least when I take the time to refer back to my sheets anyhow.  If you have 

any tips that work really well for you please feel free to clue me in.   

 

How about you?  What have you resolved to do in 2015 that you didn’t do in 2014?  One 

thing I hope you have resolved to do is to share your love of quilting with as many folks 

as possible, both old and especially young.  What I hope you have not resolved to do is 

refraining from buying more fabric, pulling from your stash or that of a friend(s), only 

buying when there’s a sale, or curtailing the beginning of new projects until all the old 

ones are finished.  Any one of those resolutions can be detrimental to the health and well-

being of your favorite quilt shop.   

 

Last, but not least, please keep in mind that we are only open Thursday and 

Friday from 10-5, and Saturday from 10-4.  If you are coming from out of town 

and would like to shop on a day that we are closed, go ahead and give me a call.  

If I’m here, I’ll be happy to open the door so you can purchase whatever you’re in need 

of.  I can’t guarantee that I will be here at the first part of the week though as I may be 

back home helping my sister care for our grandfather who is now 97.  He still lives at 

home on his own and gets around fairly well, but it’s time he had someone around more 

often and she can’t do it all herself.   

 

I trust this year will be better for both of us.  I know there will be trials and tears for 

some, maybe even you or me, but I hope there will be joys and blessings that will 

overcome both.   

 

Happy quilting! 

 

Cindy 

 


